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Writing is not just a

way of expression or

an art form or even

just a therapy.

Writing is a way of

life. While I say this, I

look back to my 6

years I spent writing

my soul out and I

realize that writing 

So after writing 3 books, and after working with renowned

dailies like The Times of India & Hindustan Times, also after

getting listed as top 50 authors on Yourquote by Quora, I

thought to share my little wisdom with you all budding

writers and enable you to walk while holding a guiding

hand, and that is how this first booklet on Writing Routine

came to my mind and then took birth on paper.
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FOUNDER'S MESSAGE

has been a rollercoaster ride, where I went both uphill and

downhill and also on the flat road of motivation and with

self-talks and self-edits came to a lot of learnings. All this

came as a bonus with daily writing practice.



What is common between Charles Dickens, Alice Munro,

C.S. Lewis, or Haruki Murakami? 

While the first and obvious answer is that they all are great

novelists and famous writers. 

The hidden and meaningful answers lies in a question

- How did they became great?

The greatness or success of any author mentioned above lies

in just one secret- Well-Disciplined, Routined Life. 

With set routines, they all chose to show up for themselves

and their projects every single day; even on the days when

they never felt like even getting up.

Strong plot, witty characterisation, the technique of showing

and not telling, outlining your story or novel beforehand, and

keeping your grammar in place are some common

techniques to acquire better writing skills, but routine is what

makes them all streamlined and deeply ingrained in you and

helps you becoming a better writer not just on-page, but also

inside your mind, body, and soul.

Routine, is an intelligent man, is a sign of ambition.
- W.H. AUDEN
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Routine is a repeated sequence of actions, which

ultimately becomes a habit. 

Routines are deliberately and consciously planned. Good

routines often lead to better habits. Talking of habits, they

are also a regularised action but are often triggered by

cues. 

Before we proceed, let' s clarify the difference between a

habit and a routine.

WHAT IS A ROUTINE?
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ROUTINE

HABIT vs ROUTINE
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HABIT 

Automatic urge

to do something

Deliberate effort

to practice

Triggered by a
particular cue/

stimulator.

Has to be done
with conscious

effort.

Mostly occurs
thoughtlessly

Involves high
degree of intention

and effort.

Eg-Crossing the
street candy shop
(cue) and buying

candy (habit)

Eg-Taking a
different route as

solution taken
consciously.



Routines are the permanent

ways to symbolise a routine.

In other words, rituals are the

permanent, meaningful and

super conscious ways to

change any habit in long run.

Rituals are repeated,

personalised and unique

behaviours, which work as a

cue, or stimulator to routine

building.

WHAT IS A RITUAL?
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ROUTINE

RITUAL vs ROUTINE
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RITUAL 

Series of
regularly

performed
behaviours.

Series of regularly

followed actions.

Helps smoothening
up or kick-starting

the routine.

Boosts productivity
and career
trajectory.

Helps in sticking 
to a routine.

Helps in
developing good

habits.

Eg- Making coffee
or sitting at a

particular place to
tell the mind, that it

is time to write

Eg- To Write
500 words

daily.



Till the time you don 't make writing a your top priority of

your day, just like you do with your office going job, you

will face problem making pen as your best friend.

Routine helps in prioritising.

You are forming an identity of a writer by having a

routine and your brain is grasping every single detail of

it. When you focus on becoming a writer rather than just

aiming to write a book, you choose to change your

identity as writer.

The more you sit at a certain time with a certain writing

goal in mind, the more your mind grasps the regular

patterns and habits begin to form.
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WHY HAVE A WRITING ROUTINE?

To reach your writing goals faster

To Prioritise your writing

To train your mind as a writer



The Psychology Behind Habit Change

Comfort Zone as a reason:

Comfort

Zone

Changing a habit means changing your comfort zone or

stepping out of it. Be it not reading books, or not writing

daily, you avoid writing daily not because you don 't want to

write daily, but it would take effort and you 'll have to

sacrifice a couple of things to get your writing routine in

order.:

There are 2 major reasons why we fail to change our habits:

What is The Solution?

The solution here is 1) A lot of self-talk and replies to why

not to do? For example, if your brain says why to write daily,

when you can watch netflix at that time? Do a self-talk and

reply- "Because I am a writer, and that is what writers do,

they write, they write daily."

Goal
Oriented
Changes
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2) Whenever such lethargy takes over you, just remind

yourself that comfort zone is killer of creativity. 

So buck up! Step out and grab a pen to write.
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What is The Solution?

Time
Based

Routines
Goal Based

Routines

Time Based Routine

Eg- I will write for 1 hour at (time & Location) every day in

(morning/evening).

Goal Based Routine

Eg-I will write 500 words everyday.

TYPES OF WRITING ROUTINES



To set your own writing routine, you need

to do three things. 

1.Set your goal (time based or word limit

target based) and make a vision board,

where you can glue it on wall. 

It should be visible to you when you sit to

write. No need to set unrealistic goals.

Go slow and steady. 

2. Make a poster of 'Regularity' written

on bold and glue it near your writing

space. 

Having the target and the one word

instruction in front of eyes in physical

form, matters a lot. May be that is how

the phrase ' out of sight, out of mind' was

coined. 

3. Track your progress through habit

tracker. 

(Check in Bonuses) Writing Routine
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Rituals are the assisting activities to signal our brain that

we have to start the set routine. 

Few of the examples can be

1. Making Coffee and Setting Table Before Writing

 

2. Watching an inspiring TED Talk Before You Begin Every

time 

3. Having A Good Oil Burning Aroma Pot On Your Table 

(I do it every time) 

4. Choosing your writing corner and making it undisrupted

at the time of writing. 

5. Reading 5 pages of an inspirational book. 

6. Keeping your mobile away, outside of the writing room.

Above mentioned rituals will make your routine start as an

attractive activity to look forward to.
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Strongly believing in

“little package of

creative energy that

was nourished by sleep,

” , renowned novelist

Salma Rushdie sits to

write as soon as he gets

up in his pajamas itself.

He even brushes his

teeth after writing non-

stop for 2-3 hours.
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Salman Rushdie

Having the international

bestseller 'The 4 Hour

Work Week' , Tim Ferris

had a bit of struggle with

himself for having to

come to terms with his

comfortable and most

creative timings. The

marvellous writer has 1-5

am as his most creative

hours, where he does the

brainstorming for initial 2

hours where he

segregates concepts and

anecdotes and rest of the

time in writing.

Tim Ferris
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Contemporary literary

legend Haruki Murakami

begins writing at 4 am

and then doesn't stop

till 4-6 hours in the

morning. He then calls it

a day for writing as

whatever productive

writing he has to do, he

does it till the time the

whole world wakes up

fully. He chooses his

noons for a 10 km run or

1500 mts swimming

sessions and sleeps by 9

pm.
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Haruki Murakami

Going by the goal-based

routine, ultra-famous and

refined writer, often known

as the 'King Of Writers '

Stephen King chooses to

write at least 6 pages every

day. He firmly believes in

training his mind and thus

continues his routine of

writing at 8-8:30 am every

morning along with the

ritual of having a tea or a

glass of water every

morning. He takes a break

after half an hour and takes

his pills as well. He has faith

in the power of repeating

tasks and ultimately telling

the mind that 'You are

going to be dreaming soon'

Stephen King
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Writernaama- The Writing Academy. 

Your one stop solution for all your worries related to

writing.

Are you an aspiring writer?
Do you want to write a best-selling book?
Are you often stuck with the plot?
Or are you a regular victim of writers' block?
                                             
If your answer is yes, then you have landed at the right place.

Check out these below courses to learn more!

How to write a plot without Ideas?

Short Story Writing

Write your first Novel

Book Marketing

What is WriterNaama?
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THANK YOU

If so, then you'll love more of what I have!

Did you enjoy
this eBook?

Check out more tips and guides on
writing on heenajoshi.com

Check out daily content on my
Instagram @writernaama
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